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Abstract. A method of constructing integrated semantic crawler is proposed in this
paper to make up for the deficiency in former constructing methods. Semantic crawler
developed by this method can generate one kind of semantic structure automatically from
one concept. Semantic structure can guide the Web crawler; meanwhile, the system
continuously extracts relevant concepts and relations between them and fills them into
the semantic structure. The system realizes the integrated operation mechanism with
better adaptability of semantic structure evolution and crawling.
Keywords: Integration, Semantic crawler, Semantic structure

1. Introduction. Information explosion leads to a constant raise of cost for obtaining
the required information resources. Web crawler is an important tool which can collect
information automatically. Focused crawler can consume less system and network re-
source than common Web crawler and obviously improve the utilization of Web pages at
the same time. But when facing polysemy or synonym, it might collect excessive noise
pages or miss related pages. To solve this problem, scholars raised a concept of semantic
crawler based on focused crawler. They utilize semantic reasoning and semantic relevance
calculation to decrease the search time and improve accuracy. Man-made thesaurus, on-
tologies or other semantic structures are commonly used to construct semantic crawler but
this method has obvious defects, such as high cost, low efficiency and worse adaptability.
This paper raised a new method to construct integrated semantic crawler borrowing idea
from automatic construction of ontology. This kind of crawler has a strong adaptability,
which can understand the requirement of users and generate a simple semantic struc-
ture automatically from a concept. The structure guides the crawler. Relevant concepts
and relations are extracted from Web pages and used to expand the semantic structure
when the crawler crawling. An integrated semantic crawler system which contains two
circulations, crawler crawling and semantic structure evolution, is constructed.

2. Research Status Both Domestic and Overseas.

2.1. Construction of topic model. The relevance between the Web pages and the
given topic and the relevance among the links contained in the pages are based on the
topic model; therefore, topic model with poor quality may drop a large number of related
pages.

Common topic models include Boolean model, vector space model, probability model,
etc. However, these models do not include relationships of semantic meaning and concepts
of keywords. Some scholars raised several topic models based on semantic structure to
solve this problem. For example, Rungsawang and Angkawattanawit [1] designed a topic
model based on knowledge base. Xie [2] raised a method to describe topic concept by
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constructing concept tree based on thesaurus. Liu [3] presented a topic-specific competi-
tive intelligence acquisition system based on LDA and domain ontology, which integrates
the content analysis and the link analysis.

Taken together, the method using semantic structure is the future trend of constructing
topic model because of its advantage and favorable effect.

2.2. Crawling strategy. Effective crawling strategy can make the crawler collect related
Web pages faster. Batsakis et al. [4] divided the topic crawling strategy into common
topic crawling strategy, and improved topic crawling strategy and semantic meaning-based
topic crawling strategy.

Common topic crawling strategy mainly refers to the “Fish Search” strategy. Improved
topic crawling strategy includes the “Shark Search” strategy and the “Best First” strategy.
The advanced topic crawling strategy is based on semantic meaning. Related research
work includes that: Ehrig and Maedche [5] proposed an approach for document discovery
building on a comprehensive framework for ontology-focused crawling of Web documents
which had shown promising results. Du et al. [6] proposed a concept context graph to
store the knowledge context based on the user’s history of clicked Web pages and to guide
a focused crawler for the next crawling.

The scholars, however, do not dig deep into the highly integrated semantic crawler
with capabilities of ontology self-built and ontology evolution, but merely into the use
of existing ontology or man-made ontology. Since ontology construction is a complex
system which needs domain experts to carry out. It has high cost, long time consumption
and poor adaptability. Wide spread construction cannot be achieved. Therefore, how to
generate semantic structure automatically is an important research trend in the coming
period.

2.3. Extraction algorithm for Web information. Information extraction is to pro-
cess the Web pages and extract the main body according to some rules.

Related research includes NoDoSE [7] and DEByE [8] system which utilize the character
of the same structure in some similar Web pages. An and Xu [9] raised a vision-based
information extraction method. Wang and Xu [10] proposed an approach based on CURE
algorithm of Web pages segmentation and text extraction rules. Yang et al. [11] proposed
an improved DOM based content extraction method by using point density to replace
text density which obtains better effect.

3. Key Issues to be Solved.

3.1. Semantic structure of automatic generation. For the semantic structure of
some concepts which we cannot get from existing knowledge base, the crawler needs to
auto-construct semantic structure by using the information from the results of search
engine.

3.2. Appraisal of semantic structure. Appraisal mechanism should be introduced
into the crawler system to decide when to stop the semantic structure evolution iteration
to avoid lower association caused by endless iteration.

4. Ideas and Basic Methods. The process and structure of the integrated semantic
crawler can be shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Process and structure

4.1. Concept understanding. Firstly, understand the given concept, and compute rel-
evance with those concepts in existing knowledge base. If matched concept founded,
extract related structure; otherwise, get some results of search engine by using search
engine APIs. Then we extract related concepts by computing mutual information and
tf ∗idf from those results. At last, the crawler extracts the relationships of those concepts
and constructs semantic structure automatically by using the hierarchical agglomerative
clustering algorithm.

4.2. Semantic crawler crawling. Use the semantic structure to direct crawler crawling,
extract the text information from each crawled page and compute relevance with the
semantic structure. Then save the related Web pages, meanwhile, extract the links in
those pages and compute their relevance by comparing the anchor texts or Web page
titles with the concepts in the semantic structure. Only those links who have higher
relevance than the threshold can be used to crawl.

4.3. Semantic structure evolution. Extract the concepts and relationships from the
processed Web pages repository and expand the semantic structure by computing rele-
vance with the concepts of the semantic structure while the crawler crawling. In this
way, the semantic structure evolves automatically. Then it can be used to direct crawler
constantly.

5. Research Progress. Our team did some researches on related technologies and de-
veloped a crawler system, which is capable of semantic crawling to some extent. The
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system is based on C/S architecture, its background is realized by Java language and the
interface of the system is developed by GUI. The crawler system uses MySQL5.2 and runs
on Windows platforms. The computer needs Java runtime environment and must have a
speed of the net not lower than 20kb/s.

This system offers five modules, i.e., common crawler, smart crawler (semantic crawler),
special crawler, task scheduling and optional components. The core module is smart
crawler (semantic crawler), which includes the global network smart crawler (see Figure
2) and keywords deep-crawling smart crawler (see Figure 3). The former function can
crawl Web pages from the Users’ keywords. It can get the results URLs list of the search
engine as a crawling entrance and compute the relevance between the anchor texts or
Web page titles with the concepts in the semantic structure. We can control the crawling
depth, use regular expression to filter Web pages and decide whether to extract content
and generate index or not. Simultaneously, the semantic structure evolution mechanism
[12] is also integrated into this function. The latter function can crawl the global website
upon seed pages and filter the URLs by using the given keywords. The crawling depth,
number of threads and regular expression are also controllable. Further, we also developed
crawlers oriented at special domain, such as WEIBO, thesis, news and patent (see Figure
4).

Moreover, we developed an ontology construction platform [13] in pre-work and con-
structed a complete ontology structure in chemical industry field which can be used to
develop the crawler.

We also proposed a new extraction algorithm for Web information. It determines the
beginning and the end of the main body by analyzing character density.

We raised the following equation to compute the relevance:

score(q, d) = coord(q, d) ×
∑
t in q

(tf(t in d) × idf(t)2 × t.getBoost() × norm(t, d))

In the equation, tf is frequency of the concept, idf is inverse document frequency,
Boost is a score which represents the weight of the concepts and its attribute, norm is
a normalization value and coord is a cooperative factor which is based on the number of
the search term in the document.

Figure 2. Global network smart crawler
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Figure 3. Keywords deep-crawling smart crawler

Figure 4. WEIBO smart crawler

6. Experiment. To test and verify the effect of semantic crawler we developed in pre-
work, a comparison experiment is designed. We choose “sulphuric acid” as the subject
and compare the effect of the global network smart crawler in the above system with a
famous focused crawler in China.

Experiment environment: Windows 7+Tomcat 7.0+JDK7
Hardware configuration: CPU: AMD AthlonTM x4 750 3.4GHz, Memory: 4G, Network

bandwidth: 10M
Our semantic crawler uses the top-ten result pages of Baidu, Sogou, Bing, HaoSou

and Google as the seed pages and finishes crawling when it reaches the closed-loop. The
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number of threads is 50. The crawling speed is about 20,000 pages per hour. The
threshold of the conceptual relevance is 0.9 and the threshold of the attribute relevance
is 0.4. The crawler obtains 5138 pages and the number of unfiltered pages is 61000.
The effective rate is about 8%. For the famous focused crawler, we choose chnlsw.com,
china.guidechem.com/15373, liusuan.100ppi.com and the top-ten result pages of Baidu as
the seed pages. The crawling speed is about 10,000 pages per hour. The crawler crawled
3070 pages. The result is as shown in the following Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 5. Pages crawled by the famous crawler

Figure 6. Pages crawled by the semantic crawler

We choose the first one hundred pages, judge the relevance manually, tot up the number
of relevant pages for every ten pages and plot the graph of the accuracy rate. It is worth
mentioning that the relevance does not rely on whether the keyword appears, but is based
on the content of the document which can describe the topic. The result is as shown in
Figure 7.

We can find that, for the first one hundred pages, the accuracy rate of our semantic
crawler is slightly better than the famous focused crawler, but the disparity is not huge.
To compare two crawlers at a large scale, we choose the one thousand pages and compute
the accuracy rate for every 50 pages. The result is as shown in Figure 8.

It is clear that, from about 150 pages, the accuracy rate of the famous focused crawler
has a significant drop and it keeps falling to about 0.4. The most likely reason may be
the appearance of a big amount of advertising information. But because of the match
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Figure 7. Accuracy rate of the first one hundred pages

Figure 8. Accuracy rate of the first one thousand pages

mechanism based on semantic meaning, the accuracy rate of our semantic crawler still
remains around 0.7 which is far more stable than the famous focused crawler.

7. Conclusion. This paper proposed a method of constructing integrated semantic craw-
ler to make up for the deficiency in common construction ways, explained the basic idea
and process and described some key issues to be solved. The pre-work of our team is also
introduced and the effect of our system has been validated by comparison experiment.

The future work includes exploring more accurate method to compute the relevance
and a better way to extract the relationships between the concepts, and finding out the
experience value of how many times should the semantic structure evolution iteration be
by experiment or introducing the artificial judgment mechanism into the system.
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